
Members Operating Committee 
Meetings Minutes 

Tuesday 2nd May 2017 
 

Present: The Club President Chris Lees (CL), The Club Captain Roy Scott (RS) The Ladies Captain Julie 
Ford (JF), Roy Broady (RB), Gerry Robbins (GR), Ian Salmon (IS), Gary Dorgan (GD) The Club Manager 
Bryan Frazer (BF). 
 
Apologies: none received 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 4th April having been circulated were accepted as a true 
record. The following matters arising 
 
JF pointed out that she had forwarded her apologies that hadn’t been recorded. 
 
BF explained that item 7 was incorrect. The board had declined to change clause 14 of the Articles of 
Association as the Ladies Captain could be elected as a voting member of the MOC under clause 16. 
This being the case election of the Ladies Captain Julie Ford to the MOC was proposed by RS, 
seconded by GR and passed unanimously.  
 
Greens: 
BF explained that the new Greens Management Group hadn’t met and so he had included 
comments on greens in his report. 
  
Marketing: 
RSC reported on track as per the plan. The first Open Day of the year had been successful attracting 
several new members and a second was planned for Saturday 23rd July the Saturday of the Open 
Championship. After some lengthy conversation over the status of the “Thursday Nite 9 Hole” it was 
agreed to leave it as a qualifier run through the Club V1 system.  
 
Competitions: 
Running the Golf Foundation over 4 days without a start sheet had proved slightly controversial and 
numbers were down around 35 players. There had been 37 comments sheets completed to be 
reviewed at the next Comps meeting. The various Open’s although not full were showing acceptable 
entries, some work to do on the Men’s Pairs BF to get Chris Thornton to promote this in the shop. 
The various knock out competitions had less entries than in previous years it was felt this was maybe 
due to the need to book online rather than sign up in the locker room, process to be reviewed for 
future years.  RB was pleased with entries for the Griffin. RB further suggested promoting the Opens 
through the Courier / Observer Bf to investigate. 
 
Club Managers Report: 
BF reported that total playing members now exceeded the number at the end of last year but 
because of the mix revenue was around £9k behind. The Open Day had recruited 9 new members 
and a further 4 introduced by existing members. Recruitment continued to be challenging and is 
likely to stay so in the current climate. IS raised a question about Flexible Membership numbers and 
asking if we had the differentiation between it and full membership specifically relating to starting 
times at weekends. Bf briefly explained how it worked and the type of member that used it. 
Discussion took place over the differences in allowances between men and women with JF 
explaining that although the ladies did have different criteria they were minded to adopt that of the 
men. GD suggested moving the start time back slightly at weekends to maybe 2.00pm in the summer 
and 11.30am in the winter. BF agreed to review the T’s and C’s. The meeting also suggested a cap on 



numbers as there appeared to be some discrepancy on what this number was with IS suggesting 
we’d possible made it too easy for members to switch. BF to ask the for the boards view. 
 
There was a lengthy discussion on the use of the members swipe card given the fall in both bar 
revenue and contribution over the last 2 years. It was agreed that the Bar Levy was originally put in 
place to increase use of the bar but this had over the years been diluted by allowing it to be used for 
paying for competitions and for purchasing food. BF explained that it was possible to have a second 
purse for competitions which BF was asked to investigate further GD pointing out that this was 
money members would spend anyway so a second purse seemed a good idea. The issue of using the 
card to pay for food was discussed at length, there was a suggestion that a trial period of 3 months 
be considered but GR pointed out that it wouldn’t be until the end of the year that we would see if it 
had any effect. RS finally proposed that a member’s swipe card should not be used for purchasing 
food this was seconded by IS and it was agreed that BF would take this recommendation to the 
board for their approval for a trial period running from 1st June – 31st December. 
 
There was a short conversation about the cost benefit of the CCTV system as BF had been advised by 
an independent company that with cameras at such low levels the start criminal would simply 
disable the units prior to attempting to break in. RB explained that it had been used to assist the 
police in the past and the general feeling was it should remain in place. 
 
Any other business: 
IS asked a question re green fees especially the “Hot Deals” being offered on Teeofftimes. BF 
explained these were trade times that Teeofftimes sold rather than charging the club for the use of 
the BRS online booking system. BF agreed these were very low at £14.00 and he would speak to 
Teeofftimes to have them increased. BF added there has been an increase in our Visitor Green to 
£60.00 which would allow the club to offer 4 for 2 deals and still achieve our target rate of £30.00. 
 
GD raised a question about the quality of the beer particularly Carling being flat. BF agreed to discuss 
it with the bar manager. 
 
JF reminded BF about the Ladies Captains Board. 
 
GR raised the issue of Junior subscription rates still in his opinion to high. There was a short 
conversation about this and GR agreed to update his spread sheet on what other clubs were 
charging and the meeting agreed to discuss it further. 
 
There being no other business the meeting was closed at 20.35 and the date of the next meeting 
agreed as Tuesday 6th June. 
 
 
 
 


